With the increasing economic accessibility of 3D printers, the lessons learned and the logics cultivated on digital Web 2.0 now seem applicable to the world of material things. Released in early 2012 by the artist groups F.A.T. and Sy-lab, the Free Universal Construction Kit is a set of 3D drawings that enable everyone with access to a 3D printer to make connectors between intellectual property restricted toys like LEGO, Tinkertoys, and Fischertechnik. However, when describing this project as "reverse engineering as a civic activity", it becomes obvious that the Kit's greater agenda is not just to enable cross-over playing, but rather, to problematize and perhaps ultimately open up closed formats through critical appropriation. But how does that, for instance, conform with the fact that the connectors are parasitically attached to these toys, whose logic it is simultaneously defying? And which (implicit) notions of creativity and play are at stake in this project, and to what extent do they fit the more general philosophical underpinnings of this project?
Introduction: The Free Universal Construction Kit, construction toys galore
Free Art and Technology, also called the F.A.T. Lab, is a group of artists, tinkerers, researchers, and hackers whose sarcastic yet functional projects comment on digital practices and phenomena in the broadest sense. Among other things, the F.A.T. Lab artists have produced cunning browser plug-ins for changing the content on web pages displayed in your browser, printable cardboard Google Glasses, fake media award shows, and happenings on Facebook.
Made in collaboration between Sy-Lab and F.A.T. Lab member Golan Levin, the Free Universal Construction Kit (figure 1) offers 3D printable adaptors to ten different proprietary toy systems, so that they can be combined in multiple variations. Distributed as 3D print files and not as actual tangible objects, the kit is available for free download via various online sources either as a collection or as individual connectors. On a utilitarian level, the Kit is quite simple: a set of toy objects made so that children can play by combining the various toys they already have. From the Kit's perspective, this more open way of playing and using toys is analogous with quality; as such, playing with toys in unintended ways that transgress the restrictions imposed by the functional architecture of the toy systems themselves is understood as liberating. Thus, it is essential for the project that the remix adaptors mediate between construction toy systems that are supposedly highly flexible themselves.
The fundamental principle and joy of construction toys is that every individual system allows for very flexible combinations within their own system. One of the thrills of for instance LEGO is that you can combine any brick with any other brick and thus build almost anything from the myriad of bricks available. But with very few exceptions (e.g. different subsystems of LEGO) it is impossible to combine bricks or objects from one system with another.
These barriers to "cross-brand interoperability" are what the Free Universal Construction Kit sets out to change, aiming to "stitch together" different kinds of toys, to become the suture in the remix or, as the website puts it, "a 'meta-mashup system' ideally provisioned for the creation of transgressive architecture and chimeric readymades. " (F.A.T 2012) . In this way, the Kit uses what could be termed the "disruptive" technologies of 3D soft-and hardware (cf. below) to unleash the potentials for thinking out of the box by combining the systems and use each for what it does best, instead of compromising within each individual system.
Aim of the Paper
The question is, however, if this is the full story? In the following, we argue that there might be more to it than this. As with the other projects that the F.A.T. artists are part of, this project strikes a balance between that which is functional and that which is both satirical and critical. It is this balance that we will use as the guiding light in our discussion.
We will discuss how-by using the tactics of critical and speculative design-the Free Universal Construction Kit is not only a set of fun adaptors that enrich the activity of play, but is also using the notions of play, creativity and the highly hyped technology of 3D printing to pose a critique towards contemporary digital culture and its political economy. The structure of the paper is as follows: After presenting the project as well as its conceptual background in greater detail, we discuss how the kit can be understood as a particular type of cultural critique as we dig deeper into details concerning 3D printing, distribution channels, IP legislation, design practices, and (implied) notions of creativity and play. All these components form the complex, yet basic critique that is manifested in the Free Universal Construction Kit. A critique, which highlights that even in the world of toys, a playful attitude to cultural production is seemingly only allowed on some levels, namely, those that do not include the infringements of IP.
3D Printing, How it Works and Some of its Effects
A homemade revolver, a duck with an artificial leg, a human skull implant, a blue or pink giftbox containing a print of your baby's ultrasound scan, or a situationist chief ideologist Guy Debord doll in a colour of your own choice. Every day brings new and curious examples to the surface, and the (disruptive) potentials of 3D printing seem endless. Combined with the rising numbers of FabLabs and MakerSpaces around the world, the many ways in which 3D printing currently features in the press tell a story of a technology on the rise.
While many examples are indeed mind-blowing, 3D printing's specific use value currently seems less important than what it represents rhetorically speaking: discussed in ways that bear resemblance to the rhetorics of a gold rush, 3D printing promises unlimited possibilities for those who seek it-there seems to be no end to the useful benefits and in the rhetorics of the media we are only just now seeing the beginning of what will soon be possible. The enthusiasm with respect to 3D printing happens both on a small scale (the limits of what can be printed), and on large-scale national educational ambitions on preparing the younger generation for the future of economic production (for instance the FabLabs4America project). In this rhetoric, 3D printing is changing (substantial parts of) the world as we know it. The current focus on the disruptive potentials of 3D technologies fuels the attention towards the Free Universal Construction Kit, and it is a current example of how clever use of contemporary hyped technologies leads to massive attention and often critical acclaim both in the popular press and within the worlds of art and critical theory. Similarly, the conception, making and existence of the Kit is also in tune with the current attention towards 3D technologies-the Kit is part of this hype just as much as it is a response to it.
Returning to the physical reality of 3D printing itself, the practical aspects are as important as they are easily explained: Objects are printed in plastic, wood, paper, or other substances that come in a granular form and become solid with either chemicals, water or heat. 3D prints are distributed as files that can be fed into the printer and the files describe only the surface geometry. Obviously, this then leads to customization by the person printing it, who will adjust parameters of structure, colour, material, etc., although this adjustment can be more or less important and intentional.
In industry, the 3D printing technology has been important for a long time for customizing equipment, for prototyping, or for making hands-on models of micro-scale structures. The current hype relates to the increased domestic or small-scale use, as also Anderson argues in his book Makers (2012). Similarly, the reasons for making FabLabs is that individuals will benefit greatly from access to and familiarity with 3D printers, for instance for making spare repair parts, but also as a part of what will be expected in the future.
1 While 3D printers were incredibly expensive and only available for professional customers a few years ago, this changed with the affordable MakerBot specifically marketed for small-scale settings, including homes.
2 The MakerBot meant a giant leap in accessibility, and soon other brands fol- 1 The convenience/necessity of being familiar with the process and technology of 3D printing is often being presented as a kind of individual, educational "future proofing", which-much like broader discourses on the necessity of adapting technological change on a societal scale-"confers the ability to ride the waves of creative destruction" (Knights et al. 2002, 108-110) . In other words: a discourse which itself quite clearly contributes to the construction of a shared set of social expectations about the future of technology and business (that it claims to merely portray), often by simultaneously evoking the bleak alternative of "falling behind" (ibid.). 2 Although it could be argued that too much attention perhaps has been given to just the MakerBot, which obviously draws on-or perhaps even recuperates-all the previous work on alternative 3D printers done by various hobbyist/maker-communities, it is the MakerBot that has come to stand out as the game changing machine (see also our comments on the so-called RepRap below).
lowed with more affordable models than the professional ones. Following the rapid price drop of small 3D printers, new business models emerge, when also print shops feature 3D printers and consumer-to-consumer website services connect printers and the public (for instance at the website http://www.makexyz.com).
A Method of Multiple Analyses
In the main body of this paper, we will analyse the Kit from four different perspectives. The purpose is to show how, on the one hand, the Kit is obviously made for children since it connects children's toys, while, on the other hand, it must be equally obvious that this perspective does not suffice; the Kit is multi-stable and needs several independent perspectives in order to be analysed properly. Thus, we begin by understanding the Kit from a children's' toys perspective and as this falls apart, we introduce the other perspectives. This first perspective is important, though, in order to understand why the three other perspectives are necessary, when the Kit materialises from the analysis as a complex, culturally situated design project that is in itself contradictory and perhaps also holds its own critique, deconstructing itself the more you-or we-look at it. While some of what we write in the following will possibly have been conceived by the artists/designers themselves, some of it will also be speculative on our behalf, or even critical towards what we read and hear the designers say, write, and do. The purpose is, however, not to diminish the design. Rather, we wish to unfold its cultural and political potentials for a critique that is both constructive and fun.
Toys and Play
Children feature prominently in the promotional videos for the Kit. However, even if "crossbrand interoperability" sounds intriguing to most adults (at least those prone to critical theory), this isn't necessarily what children themselves want. In the following analytical perspective, we wish to discuss for whom this project is beneficial (or fun) by taking the Kit's claims at face value: that this project is made so that children can play differently and perhaps also better/freer. In various ways, construction toys as such seem to embody a particular form of play; they are bearers of a particular conception of how adults understand the "function" of play and toys-and subsequently perhaps also of how they understand children. In Mythologies (1957) Roland Barthes for instance famously noted, that when we start paying close attention to mundane things like (in his case, French) toys, we find that they, are essentially a microcosm of the adult world; they are all reduced copies of human objects, as if in the eyes of the public the child was, all told, nothing but a smaller man, a homunculus to whom must be supplied objects of his own size. [...] French toys always mean something, and this something is always entirely socialized, constituted by the myths or the techniques of modern adult life: the Army, Broadcasting, the Post Office, Medicine (miniature instrument cases, operating theatres for dolls), School, Hair-Styling (driers for permanent-waving), the Air Force (Parachutists), Transport (trains, Citroens, Vedettes, Vespas, petrol-stations), Science (Martian toys). (1991, 53) The point of this mimetic reproduction of the adult world and its functionality in children's scale is, according to Barthes, the ideological naturalization of everything the adult "does not find unusual: war, bureaucracy, ugliness, Martians, etc." (ibid.) Things, which Barthes obviously thinks we should consider strange.
There is, however, another category of toys, namely: building blocks, which allow children to invent forms themselves. The crucial difference is that these toys seem to imply a completely different normative anthropology, that is, a completely different implicit understanding of what adults and children are, how they fit into the world, and not least: what and how they should or could be:
The merest set of blocks, provided it is not too refined, implies a very different learning of the world: then, the child does not in any way create meaningful objects, it matters little to him whether they have an adult name; the actions he performs are not those of a user but those of a demiurge. He creates forms which walk, which roll, he creates life, not property: objects now act by themselves, they are no longer an inert and complicated material in the palm of his hand. But such toys are rather rare: French toys are usually based on imitation, they are meant to produce children who are users, not creators. (ibid., 54) Barthes primarily discusses, what the straightforward, intended functionality of the toys means and what kind of activity they invite; or if we were to put it in Actor Network Theoryterms: how they are "scripted" (Akrich 1992) . In contrast, as we will delve further into later, FAT-Lab is primarily interested in the even more subtle mechanisms of the world of toys and its politics of things, especially its political economy (models of ownership, legal issues, circuits of distribution, etc.).
Those differences aside, the passages in which Barthes in positive terms discusses the building blocks as "dynamic forms" that "appeal to the spirit of do-it-yourself" (ibid., 53) have obvious similarities with the way construction toys, play and children are being talked about in relation to the Kit, where phrasings like "everything should be connectable" and "the fewer limits the better" seep through the descriptions of the project. The connectors are clearly inscribed as liberating for the child playing with them, aligning the Kit with a substantial educational aspect: by including these connectors in play, the child will be liberated in his/her thinking. The Kit and its paratexts-that is, all the explanatory texts, videos, etc. that frame the objects (Genette 1972) , in this case especially on FAT-Lab's home page (F.A.T. 2012)-are inscribed in the belief that there is more to a toy than fun in both a practical and a social sense; toys also aid physical and mental development as well as convey ideological and cultural norms. Along comes the Kit and challenges the world of toys as we know it by providing us with a more democratic alternative than a world where even the "free-play" construction toy systems restrict play by only being compatible within their own system.
Barthes and FAT-Lab thus both seem to share the basic assumption that certain kinds of freedoms and restrictions to play also mean certain kinds of social "training" (or perhaps even Bildung). However, as intuitively correct that might sound, things are more complicated. In his book Toys as Culture, renowned toy and play researcher Brian Sutton-Smith argues that contrary to popular belief-introduced by John Locke in the 17th Century and still highly discernible in the discourse of parents as well as in popular press, marketing material, and even academic literature-research has not been able to document that play objects really are vehicles for "telling" children how to interpret the world and make lasting ideological or developmental imprints in this way. Sutton-Smith states that generally, some toys are understood as "better" than others and that many of these toys promote active, educational play like Lego and other blocks (1986, 125) . However, even if some believe that "a child's play may be the source of its future creativity, its future innovation and its future unique role in the world [...] there is no need to confuse imagination or creativity with play. They may well be correlated, but they have quite distinct functions in human adaptation." (ibid., 227) According to Sutton-Smith, the idea that playing with (particular) toys play a crucial role in the development of a child "lies more in our own cultural desires, than in any well-established collection of scholarly information " (ibid., 124) .
Refuting the "progress rhetorics" of play that states that play is the cause of positive developmental outcomes (1997, 36ff) , Sutton-Smith repeatedly shows how also objects that we would think had a relatively fixed meaning can actually be played with in myriad ways and explains-much in line with how Barthes describes how only the scarce "good toys" can be played with-that his studies show that to children "the toys are only a means to some larger imaginative representation [...] the toys are reduced to agencies of their own activity " (ibid., 192ff) . Furthermore, children's play tends to build on previous play and everyday activities, to follow its own rules and it tends to be structured according to more or less fixed patterns. The act of playing is very often repetitive and conformist, reproducing and sharing stable sets of routines, artifacts, values, and concerns (Corsaro 2011) and does not equal a creative act as such (cf. the above quote from Sutton-Smith 1997, 227 Sutton-Smith finds all children's play (potentially) creative and explorative, 3 but it also seems to happen within certain (self-or peer-inflicted) frames, even if it often also interprets and (re-)negotiates those frames. This is the case with "ordinary" play as well as play with construction toys. In this perspective, it is not at all certain that children will find the intercompatibility between toy systems all that interesting, as this will 'break with the rules' as well as mess with the cultural narratives about when children would want to play with which toys, as we will address later. However, there is no doubt that rhetorically-even if they often come in kits designed to allow for particular things to be built-playing with construction toys also means to be explicitly encouraged to build objects and worlds that the designers had not envisioned. 4 Of course, children often do build imaginative objects of construction toys. But as both Sutton-Smith and Corsaro argue, they also do this with toy objects that are not made in the construction toy tradition that for instance Barthes found so compelling. Furthermore, this does not mean that children will find it extraordinarily attractive to be able to combine different systems; the limits of each toy system can, so to speak, also be seen as part of the rules of the game.
Toys for Different Ages (Kids vs. Adult Tinkerers)
While children's play is the object of the Kit's presentation material, it seems to cover only part of the story. The Kit makes better sense if not thought of as a project only directed at children's ways of playing but also-possibly even predominantly-directed at the adults who respond to the "liberating" potential of these toys. The connectors would seem to be at least as interesting for the adult tinkerer as for the child at play, and also adults play with construction toys. Construction toys in particular have a close link to the ways in which the curious nerd or tinkerer approach the world. To the tinkerer, construction toys are brilliant because they carry with them immanent notions of play and creativity that make them appeal not only to children, but also very much to the adult with a "playful mind".
Many of the toys that are "serviced" by the Kit are also used in projects made by adults. Examples of adults using these toy systems to construct advanced machines are many, for instance K'nex (e.g. Given the fact that Lincoln Logs and Duplo bricks (LEGO for toddlers) are also included in the series next to much more complex toys, it does, of course, still make sense on some levels, when the Kit's paratext claims that "the Free Universal Construction Kit makes possible new forms of 'forward compatibility', extending the value of these systems across the life of a child" (F.A.T. 2012). According to this line of thought, the adaptors and the "cross-brand interoperability" they offer simply annul the obsolescence of the specific toys-be it planned, accidental or possibly "natural" to growing up 10 -turning their inherent "diachronic incom-Emmet Brickowoski (mistakenly thought to be "the Special") joins forces with other 'free builders' in the-tongue-in-cheek-eudipal, it turns out-battle against the tyranny of building by instructions enforced by President/Lord Business and his dreaded tube of glue, who wants to inhibit free creativity and fix things the way they were originally planned. 5 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tf6K7lktvGE. 6 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rdT1YT9AOPA. 7 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_4RFQ_weI_I. 8 http://www.retrothing.com/2006/12/the_tinkertoy_c.html. 9 http://legoofdoom.blogspot.com/. 10 The issue of children out-growing their toys is, of course, an old one. In his study from the late 19 th Century of the "Amusements of Worcester School Children", author T.R. Croswell quoted a girl aged 13, who said that "My favorite toys are dolls, but I do not use them very much because I am getting too old for them", and much in the same vein a boy aged 11 stated that "The reason I like to play with these toys, [is that] these are toys for bigger children and the others are for babies and other small CC: Creative Commons License, 2015.
mensurability" into some kind of relatively unproblematic "synchronic" co-existence. Thus, as children grow up, it will be possible for them to include the toys they already have in the new toys suitable for their age.
This means that there is a certain ambiguity at play. On the one hand, the Kit is a project that renders itself available for an analysis as a project helping children to play better (that is, freer). But on the other hand, it clearly endorses a more adult perspective, which not least involves a tinkerer/geek perception of play as creative cross-platform production; hence also the accompanying discourse highly imbued with the notion of transgression as a preferable phenomenon, which is propagated in a rather "adult" tone:
the Kit encourages totally new forms of intercourse between otherwise closed systemsenabling radically hybrid constructive play, the creation of previously impossible designs, and ultimately, more creative opportunities for kids (F.A.T. 2012).
Both the argument and the rhetorics of this passage does point to the Kit as a project very much directed at adults. Forward (or backward) compatibility is really only interesting or desirable, if you have already reached an age where you no longer need different toys as a marker of how old you are (cf. for instance the transition from DUPLO to real LEGO as a "rite of passage").
Yet, even among the grown-up toy users in the co-creative communities of fan culture, like for instance the so-called "AFOL" (Adult Fans Of LEGO), that organise event series like "Brickfair", it is not everyone who is keen on this kind of transgression of toy boundaries at all:
For trademark reasons, we call ourselves 'BrickFair.' But be clear, this is a LEGO festival! Within the adult LEGO community certain leeway is collectively agreed upon regarding other modelling mediums, such as string or rubber bands, engraved LEGO brand bricks, and even custom AFOL-created bricks designed specifically to resemble LEGO. However, Mega Bloks, K'Nex, Lincoln Logs, Playmobil, and the like, are not welcome. (Brickfair 2014) But as the critical argument would probably go, maybe these AFOL have just been too well trained as mono-system consumers. Why else would they accept solutions that derive from outside the toy systems sphere (like rubber bands), but not ones from competing brands? So, to sum up, the Kit is not only functionally relevant. This is not just a set of connectors that will actually make a difference in (children's) play. Something else is at stake, and by only taking the Kit's statements at face value, we will miss most of its critical power. Because-as we will argue in more detail below-by using the Kit as a (vehicle of) critical, perhaps even political, "statements" or "arguments", the constructors come to mean something very different than what their immediate materiality suggests, thus deeply transforming the kind of interaction they hand out invitations to. Because if play in general could be meaningfully understood as an activity that is primarily characterised by being "alienated to goals, production, and other basic labor-intensive chores" (Rochat 2013, 105 )-or in other terms: play as quint-essentially different from the world and logics of instrumental reason and labour-then the Kit (given that we were to perceive it as a mere plaything) would actually somehow re-align the world of play with those very activities, and that kind of mind-set, to which it is supposedly Other. Or in Barthes' terminology: even construction bricks-at least these particular ones-have now come to "mean something", and this something has very much to do with "modern adult life" (op. cit.). They have become political symbols or tokens, and this in quite an adult way. children." (Croswell 1899, 353) Nonetheless, it seems obvious that making age-specific toys-just like making toys that easily break-has become a much more intentional strategy among toy producers than previously. 11 In fact, by operating in the domain of toys, play and childhood, the Kit has the potential to become even more politically charged; much like the performance in 1967 by King Mob, the British section of These are some of the paradoxes we would run into, if we were only to treat the Kit as a project related to the realms of toys and play alone. Thus, in the following parts of this paper, we will delve into three different, but interconnected perspectives looking into how the Kit seems to use its status as a design object to engage in a critical or conceptual as well as political discussion concerning political economy, creativity, IP and patents, especially in relation to 3D printing. The purpose of the following analysis through three different perspectives is to shed light on how the Kit (also) appears to be a kind of material argument in a general critique of the ways that Western societies are organized with respect to these matters. The project seems to oscillate between being objects of useful design and of critical art. Through being useful for play-regardless of by children or adults-the connectors also pose a critique of the very framework, structure or conditions of play in particular and of culture as such. One purpose of this article is to engage further with this discussion in several ways, and we will continue this exploration below.
The Political Economy of 3D printing: Two Trajectories
In Makers: The New Industrial Revolution (2012) Chris Anderson argues that the advent of the MakerBot has changed not only 3D printing, but will even change how we understand much greater issues like our own agency to things and objects, production and economy, etc. There's a new kid in town called 3D printing, and it fuels a new industrial revolution that will change the complicated and sometimes quite laborious, capital-based manufacturing into a process of DIY entrepreneurial creativity which holds much fewer obstacles on the way from invention to entrepreneurship, is the gist of Anderson's claim. Although explicitly referring to Karl Marx's call for control over the means of production as a way of overcoming capitalism (Anderson 2012, 26) , Anderson still understands this development as an addendum to what he himself previously has labelled "the long tail", which describes how the Internet is creating new markets for niche products well within the confines of existing capitalism (Anderson 2006) . So, like any other object, home-printed 3D objects will in Anderson's view certainly still be part of the capitalist circuits of economic exchange, no matter how special it may be in other respects.
Conversely, others have suggested that perhaps 3D printing will on a more profound level "disrupt established patterns of mass-production, mass-consumption and global distribution networks", as Söderberg and Daoud (2012, 66) sum up the politico-economic tenets of other parts of the 3D printing community, thus perhaps ultimately freeing atoms (physical goods) to the same extent that bits and information (arguably!) have been freed at fringes of the digital economy. This more radical view on the disruptive potentials of 3D printing is especially related to the so-called RepRap-an abbreviation of (self-)replicating rapid prototyper. This forerunner to MakerBot was an open hardware project-like MakerBot also used to beaimed at developing a really cheap printer; but not just one that could print a lot of other (mostly) useful stuff, but one that even would be capable of printing its own key components (including its own circuit-boards), which you could then assemble into a new working RepRap yourself. Obviously, this has-or at least: can easily be thought to have-quite revolutionary consequences on a number of levels, especially regarding issues like ownership and/or access to the means of production. We put this in Marxist terms; and we did this not by coincidence, since interpreting the socio-political potentials in terms of this kind of rhetoric is quite common among the members of the RepRap hardware hacker community and its commentators. According to this line of thought, the successful invention of a fully selfreplicating 3D printer would mean that access to the means of production would be radically liberated and/or democratized, which places the RepRap as some kind of revolutionary machine vis-à-vis proprietary capitalism. A fact-or an interpretation of facts-which has the (anti-)art movement Situationist International, who entered the Selfridge's store in London dressed up as Santa Clause, taking down random toys from the shelves and giving them away as 'presents' to children. A political performance, which peaked when the Police was forced to arrest Santa and take back the presents from the children. This performance was repeated by the Danish happening group Solvognen in 1974 and again in 2006. spurred some figures within the RepRap-community to even sharpen the conflict with the intellectual rights regime, by setting up the so-called "Product Bay" (ibid.)-an object/atomsoriented parallel to well known "The Pirate Bay".
Although less high strung than the most revolution-inclined RepRap'ers, Chris Anderson also insists that 3D printing and the so-called Maker-culture is part of nothing short of a new industrial revolution. Although skipping the claim that 3D print will cause the disruption of the current hegemonic model of political economy tout court, the effects are still profound. Not only does this Maker-revolution, according to Anderson, transform the processes of innovation, production and diffusion; it also fundamentally changes the roles of those involved in the whole process-and their relation to each other. New forms of consumers will, for instance, emerge. Describing an afternoon with his daughters who wanted to add furniture from the game The Sims to their dollhouse, Anderson tells how they went to Thingiverse, an online repository of 3D designs that people have uploaded. And there it was, just like The Sims. Every furniture type we would want, [...we] resized them with a click to perfectly fit our dollhouse scale, and clicked on "build". Twenty minutes later we had our furniture. (2012, 62) Stressing how consumers, producers and designers are merged into a new form of consumer, Anderson argues that databases like Thingiverse will become as important to the "object industries" as online sharing systems (legal as well as illegal) have been to the music industry: "We may never buy dollhouse furniture ever again. If you're a toy company, this story should give you chills", Anderson concludes (ibid.). In other words: the DIY (Do It Yourself), BIIT (Be In It Together) (Ackerman 2013) or DIWO (Do It With Others) ethic and culture of both the Maker-movement and the RepRap-community seem to be in perfect tune with other contemporary conceptualizations of the new, transformed or blurred relationship between production on one side, and on the other: consumption/use. Thus-with varying inclination and radicality, of course-they both represent aspects of those new processes of "prosuming", "prosumption" or "produsage" (Toffler 1980 , Ritzer and Jurgenson 2010 , Bruns 2008 , which has also been labelled "co-creation" (Prahalad and Ramaswamy 2002) and "social/commons-based peer production" (Benkler 2006) in one end of the ideological register (where Anderson is also placed); and in the other: a kind of praxis which could be conceptualized on par with the "knowledge communism" of Gorz (2010) or the "virtuosity of the multitude" and "the social factory" of Hardt and Negri (2004) , Virno (2004) , and likeminded theoreticians.
Both positions, however, seem to overstate their point. The socio-political importance of the RepRap can perhaps primarily be seen as a symbolic intervention, a hint of another world that might be possible. In practice it seems very unlikely that it-even in the future-will have any greater subversive effect on capitalism. Given this, one might argue that it is Anderson's vision that seems the most realistic of the two: 3D printing will certainly produce new kinds of business models, and it will certainly challenge old models-and to the regret of some, if not many, it will not constitute any fundamental challenge to capitalism. The problem with his vision, however, is rather the magnitude of this change. In a sense it all comes down to how a quantitative change can bring about a qualitative shift of paradigms, in this case "a new industrial revolution" per se. Because his fundamental argument is quantitative: all the lessons learned in the world of bits, which-despite the hyped rhetoric of the hegemony of post-industrial immaterial economy-only is a rather small part of the overall economy (cf. Huws 2003 , Wright 2005 , Maxwell and Miller 2012 , Gabrys 2011 , will only have a revolutionary impact, when the rest of the economy, that is, the world of production/manufacturing in the world of atoms and physical goods, is fundamentally affected. Only then will it surmount to a qualitative change, that is, the new industrial paradigm of the Maker Culture. But this argument actually supposes that consumer printers like the MakerBot will impact all (or most) of manufacturing. It will certainly impact a lot of areas, but how many, one might ask? Hence, an alternative and more appropriate frame of understanding the socio-economic and political importance of 3D printing could perhaps be something like P2P Foundation's notion of a "collaborative peer-to-peer economy" (Bauwens et al. 2012) , which places practices like these more at the fringes of standard economic/capitalist exchange: as a system that simultaneously works within and alongside contemporary capitalist market economy, and which can go either way historically speaking (Kinsley 2012) .
The Right to Print
Regardless of the actual feasibility of the heralded "3D print revolution", it is a fact that the phenomenon of 3D printing is surrounded by a lot of revolutionary discourse which simultaneously criticizes the "old world" of closed business models and its various proprietary rights, and demands change, often with the argument that the old model is unfair, destructive, and basically against human nature. Perhaps not all that surprisingly, The Free Universal Construction Kit uses a similar rhetoric to criticize the proprietary rights within the world of toys:
Our kids are already doing it! And when we were growing up, ourselves, we did it too-or we tried to, anyway. Connecting our toys together. Because: what if we want to make a construction which is half-Tinkertoys, half-K'Nex? Why shouldn't we be able to? (F.A.T. 2012) Thus, making, distributing, and playing with toys across various brands is described as an almost fundamental right-perhaps even something essentially human; or something that is intimately tied with Man's "species-character", as the young Karl Marx put it (1967 [1844], 294) 12 -which has been stifled by the economic interests and logics of capitalism. A point, however, that, as already indicated, pertains not only to the world of toys and play, but even works as a metaphor for the world of things and bits, including economy and production at large. The Kit is, in the words of its producers, "simply one 'toy' illustration of a coming grassroots revolution, in which everyday people can-with desktop tools-overcome arbitrary restrictions in mass-manufactured physical culture " (F.A.T. 2012 ).
Yet, if we were to approach this line of argument critically, wouldn't we then wonder if the Kit here does not join the rest of the Maker community in embracing "a kind of naively apolitical, techno-economic, capitalist utopia that thrives on individualistic values", as Sadowski and Manson put it recently (2014), instead of its alternative? Although definitely making a point in insisting on the fact that the present proprietary logics of capitalism, especially the walled gardens of IP (intellectual property; cf. below), is problematic, it actually seems like the people behind the Kit (also) make the argument that once that cluster of problems has been successfully overcome, we will have attained a new kind of freedom. Hence, just like in the discourse of most of the Maker Culture, other questions of "privilege and access, of systemic structural biases based on class, race and gender" (ibid.) simply seem to slip under the radar.
Distribution and Legal Stuff (IP)
In combination, the distribution channels for the Kit cover and describe how bits and bytes through a myriad of technologies can multiply and change hands in an online environment optimized for distributing and sharing. In the case of the Kit, the connector files can be downloaded (1) from Thingiverse, (2) from F.A.T. lab's website, and (3) on Pirate Bay. Interestingly, these different platforms also constitute quite different discursive environments with differing takes on what it means to share:
(1) Based in the web 2.0 paradigm, Thingiverse is a typical DIY community website similar to those in e.g. programming (sourceforge.com) and knitting (ravelry.com). With their fully community-driven content, these sites gain their importance because users share experienc-es with particular files and projects. The individual files can be downloaded from description pages similar to every other project uploaded to the virtual community website.
(2) The FAT website is a web 1.0 distribution channel. A file is made available for download on a private server, and other people download it. This is also where the primary paratextual framing of the project occurs: here we find not only the files that can be fed into the printer, but also the promotional videos, the images, the poster, and the long description of the purpose of the Kit. This is clearly the "home" of the Kit.
(3) Heavily debated, blocked in many countries, and highly political, Pirate Bay is the primary symbol of illegal file sharing and subversive political activism in digital culture (Kaarto and Fleischer 2005, Burkart 2014) . By choosing to use Pirate Bay, the Free Universal Construction Kit thus also-although perhaps partly mislead by the Pirate Bay's morally charged "pirate rhetoric"? (cf. Johns 2009)-reflects an anti-capitalist and anti-proprietary attitude where resistance is primarily a matter of "freeing" material from the hands of capitalist corporations. Hence perhaps the Kit's acronym F.U.C.K., which more than alludes to the fact that this project is imbued with meanings that go beyond that of making it possible for children to expand their toy collections?
Hence, facing the fact that this project borders on infringements, and directly addressing "those eager to enforce these rights" (F.A.T. 2012), FAT-Lab invokes a multiple defence strategy in the accompanying description explicitly appealing on several levels: on a normative level ("please think of the children"); on a semi-threatening level (humoristically referring to the so-called "Streisand effect", according to which prohibitions often increase the unwanted interest and desirability); and finally on a legal level (by referring to fair use). Especially the latter is of interest here.
Pointing to similar discussions of IP like copyright, patents, trademarks and distribution rights in other domains, the Kit is rhetorically placed in a currently heated discussion: "the implementation of cross-brand interoperability can be nearly impossible, given the tangled restrictions of patents, design rights, and trademarks involved in doing so" (F.A.T. 2012) Given that the project rests on many ways of doing internet-enabled distribution, statements like this evoke a host of other discussions that are not solely restricted to toys. In several ways, it seems to mimic the legal arguments typically made in this area, for instance when using the very pathos laden phrase "please think of the children". Often, IP advocates rely equally heavily on pathos, for instance when The Global IP Center set up by the US Chamber of Commerce argues for the importance of IP by referring to "human progress" stating that IP "drives social and cultural progress. Just think about it-what if scientists never developed a malaria vaccination?" (The Global IP Center). Since intellectual rights like patents are generally believed to-or justified with reference to their ability to-provide incentives to individuals by offering them recognition for their creativity and material reward for their (marketable) inventions, a world with no patent system, or one in which people would not obey its rules, would-or so the argument (or the threat) often goes-not only be a world where there would be fewer inventions; it would also be a world in which people would die (for instance of malaria, which millions do, but that's another story). Thus, as we will also discuss in more detail later, through designing these toys and by explicitly referring to children and children's play, the Kit also becomes a physical manifestation of pathos in a discussion that in many ways is already filled with pathos disguised as logical arguments.
However, there is another twist. Even though the Kit refers to "fair use" in the paratext, fair use only applies to (American) copyright, not patent, trademark or design (O'Rourke 2000, Bradshaw et al. 2010) . Since F.A.T. lab must know this-especially given the massive legal advice they received before the release of the project (Sims 2012)-their defence fundamentally rests on the assumption that patent holders (hopefully) will perceive the connector kit as a rather innocent artistic expression, not as a set of functional objects-even if they are also functional.
CC: Creative Commons License, 2015.
Different Notions of Creativity as Paradoxical Critique(s)
As one of the Kit's creators, Sy-Lab artist Shawn Sims, has indicated in a presentation speech at the 2012 Ars Electronica (Sims 2012) , the project is an example of how Ars Technica writer Peter Hanna envisions the profoundly transformative and perhaps even disruptive possibilities of 3D printing in general, namely that "the proliferation of 3D printers eventually promises to democratize creation" (Hanna 2011 ). This specific choice of words does, however, point to a certain ambiguity, or perhaps even a moment of unresolved thinking, in the philosophical underpinnings of the Kit. Intentional or not, using these exact words points towards quite different conceptions of creativity. On the one hand, creativity as an act of creation; in the sense of semi-divine world-making ex nihilo. And on the other, creativity as an activity that is much more distributed and diverse, in which multiple actors-or to be more precise: multiple "actants", since participatory agency is not solely restricted to humans (cf. Latour 1996 , Harman 2007 )-distributed throughout time and space contribute in various forms and materialities to the act of making something.
Of course, generally speaking, this project primarily mirrors the latter notion, which corresponds with the general trends within contemporary theories of creativity. According to this trend, a shift has taken place towards an increasingly dominant understanding of creativity as continual processes of transformation, flux, flows, and meshworking-"the way in which materials of all sorts, with various and variable properties [...] mix and meld with one another in the generation of things" (Ingold 2010, 2)-rather than as something that has to do with final products and finite states of matter (artworks, objects, products, etc.) produced by singular individuals (inventors, artist-geniuses, etc.). And notably also a shift, that inevitably seems to bring our most up-to-date (or least Romantic) notion of creativity into conflict with the underlying assumptions of IP and the way it is being legally enforced. Hence, a crucial component in the Kit's critique of proprietary capitalism and the walled gardens-or as they refer to them: "closed systems/platforms/ecosystems"-of play, which these specific toy systems (are made out to) represent, is a set of mostly implicit notions of what also creativity ought to be, and what stands in the way of that.
Hence, one level of that critique, specifically related to the issue of IP discussed above, is closely bound to the historically close ties between, on the one hand, the Romantically inherited notion of 'heroic creativity' (Bilton 2010 ) and authorship; and on the other, the regime of copyright, patents, design, etc. (Woodmansee 1984 , Boyle 1996 . Although it has been a recurring critique that the coupling is too one-sided (Foucault 1991 , Kaplan 1967 , Woodmansee 1992 , Jaszi 1992 , the IP regime is obviously modelled on the idea that creativity is a punctual process that ends with an idea, a finite product or an expression. Fuelling the argument that a monetary incentive is in order, this conception of creativity stipulates that an idea originates from and thus belongs to-either in a legal or a more authorial sense -one single person (Mason 2003) . Had that particular person and his/her act of creation not been there, the argument goes, that particular idea or product would not have come about.
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On a number of levels, this notion of heroic creativity is in stark opposition to the one FATLab seems to propagate and the Kit materializes. Namely: the idea that creativity rather is a perpetual process of cultural participation, in which many contribute through continuous remixing, quotation, and inspiration across time, place, and media/materiality; and thus also: that authorial authority is a fiction-perhaps even an ideological one, or least one that has severe repercussions for our personal, productive freedom (Lessig 2004 , Stallman 2010 . In this sense, the Kit should be seen as an extension, perhaps even a product, of the historical enterprise of (re-)opening the "circuits of authorship" (Roberts 2007 ) that has influenced the fields of art and technology throughout most of 20th Century. The Kit is in other words, cf. Roland Barthes, an exertion of the logic of openness of the "text" against the fixed hierarchical authority of "literature" (Barthes 1977 , Peters 2007 ; or simply an example of how the "logic of new media" fundamentally seems at odds with, and can be pitted against, the "logic of the art world" (Manovich 2003, 14) , which, of course, is almost 1:1 synonymous with the underlying logic of IP. In fact, we could even view the Kit as a more general objection to and protest against the dominant "innovation-centric" approach to culture and technology (Edgerton 2008) , and the way this approach has been objectified in legislation, institutions, and communicative infrastructures of our political economy, including how these logics profoundly pervade countless spheres of our lives, also those of childhood and play.
Thus, FAT-lab's critique of the walled gardens of toy systems seems to imply a number of quite specific conceptions of what creativity (of for instance play) is in more general terms. As already discussed above, these toys are quite a special selection of toys that fit into the discourses on tinkerers, tweakers, and soft-and hardware hackers. In this sense, they represent the imagined necessities of play for a hardware hacker looking back at his or her own childhood; they represent what he/she would have wished for back then, possibly more than they represent what children in the midst of their childhood would associate with important toys and toy functions/operationality. This for instance becomes obvious in the short movie "Lessons on Interoperability" on FAT-lab's website, in which a boy aged about four vents a frustration with the lack of interoperability of construction toy systems. A frustration that seems much less his own, than that of the person who is behind the camera interviewing him through a number of quite leading questions.
As already mentioned above, what is implied in this canonical constellation of geek toys is a quite specific and rather advanced conception of play with strong emphasis on the "productive" and "experimental" aspects of playing, which could be summed up under the notion of "construction". Given this is a correct assessment, the practical and not least legal obstacles represented by these walled gardens of play seem like issues that would be more pressing to hardware hackers (and politically oriented artists) than to most kids-at least those we know of. This does, of course, once again point to what kind of project this is one that primarily seems to deal with art and protest, rather than the development and production of functional toys for kids.
Yet, the inherent emphasis on the kind of play associated with construction toy simultaneously-and in all likelihood less intentionally-mirrors a prevalent trend of the last couple of decades, in which the notion of "creativity" has increasingly been tied closely to that of "innovation" and hence also economic productivity (cf. Howkins 2001 , Gauntlett and Stjerne Thomsen 2013 , Hesmondalgh and Pratt 2005 , Lovink and Rossiter 2007 . A creative economy that is largely based on the coupling of IP and the heroic notion of creativity, and which gives almost absolute dominance to the idea that one (legal) individual comes up with a fixed idea or product of which he then holds full authority.
14 For anyone who, like the Kit, claims to be taking on crucial aspects of capitalism, it is worth noting the historical paradox that permeates this conception of a creative economy/capitalism on the rise, which is performatively "being talked into being" (Fairclough 2000 ) through a host of government policy papers, academic publications, management and business literature, etc. (Thrift 2006 , Nepper Larsen 2014 . Namely, the fact that this conception of the creative economy quite often in its self-explanatory, self-justificatory and self-constitutive discourse draws on the 1960's "New Left"/"Humanist Marxist" critical account of the maladies of alienating capitalist labour. A critical account, which in current discourses often functions as a woeful counter-image to the present state of 'creative de-alienation' of the creative economy; which in turn very often is explained by the historical intervention of new digital technologies and/or organisational models (Boltanski and Chiapello 2005, Bifo 2009, Stephensen in press) . Hence, just like argued above in relation to the 'rugged individualism' implicitly running through the Maker Culture's take on political economy, there seems to be a certain blindness at play here, which the Kit (unwarily) comes to adopt; the idea that simply by transgressing the material boundaries of the stuff that restrict us (in this case symbolised by the interfaceobstructions of the toy systems), we will become more free and more creative; and further-more, that this diffusion of creativity into the everyday fabrics of all of our lives unambiguously is a good thing.
As pointed out by numerous commentators in the last decade, what counts as 'creative' is, however, far from objective. Or as Ulrich Bröckling puts it, "what is creative is the new that prevails " (2006, 571) , by which he implies that what is regarded as creative is, in fact, highly conditional, relational, contingent, and political; and most importantly: that it is beyond the creative individual's control if it prevails or not. Yet despite this fact, the rhetorical bond between creativity and productivity has become increasingly intimate and personalised (Ericsson 2001 , Prichard 2002 , McRobbie 2004 , Ross 2009 , Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011 , and being creative has become a normative imperative imposed on the individual (Bröckling 2006) . Thus, instead of understanding failure (or success) of one's creative endeavours as a (partial) result of the logics and workings of the economic system at large, there is a tendency that failure instead becomes internalised within the individual, who (is lead to) believe that "he or she is not sufficiently creative and ingenious" (Sadowski and Manson 2014) . Furthermore, to this apparent misconception we can add that obstacles to the realisation of the creativity of the individual are often understood as something that can be socio-technologically overcome (for instance by the emergence of truly open Maker-practices as the most utopiaprone parts of the 3D community seems to suggest). All in all, these darker aspects of the current creativity discourse seem to be in stark opposition to the Kit's more general take on political philosophy and economy.
Apropos paradoxes, it could be argued that the Kit holds a quite classic-modernist view of play and creativity, which in some respects also clashes with its critique of proprietary capitalism, or at least with the conceptions of play, creativity, and so on that the Kit embodies. By insisting on the essentiality of absolute creative freedom-in the sense of "freedom-fromrestraints"-the Kit taps into the idea of creativity as something inherently transgressive, which has been quite predominant in 20 th Century thinking on art. Most obvious, of course, is the way that the Kit manifests the necessity of transgressing what we might term the media boundaries (in this case, though, of different toy systems).
Thus, in the midst of this celebration of creative transgression some confusion also arises between what has been labelled "Big-C creativity" and much mundane forms of "little-c" (or "mini-c") creativity (Kaufman and Beghetto 2009); the latter of which in many ways seems the more appropriate term to apply in this specific context, especially when talking about the play, creativity, and learning experiences of children (even taking into account that the scope of the Kit, as argued above, is not limited to children). In line with this argument, the Kit's insistence on "no restraints-creativity"-pitted against the hampering effects of IP walls, in the paratext repeatedly framed as some kind of malevolent curtailment-thus seems at odds with one of the things we actually do know about creativity, namely: that it sometimes, perhaps even often, thrives through restrictions; hence also the term "creative constraints". Or, with reference to buzz lingo: "in order to 'think outside the box', you might have to go inside it first" (Lehmann 2011, 150) ; to which, however, should also be added, that good creativity does not necessarily involve breaking out of the box at all.
But even if radical transgression was the solution to the creative, cultural, economic, and political predicaments caused by the system of intellectual property rights, one might finally also ponder whether the interfaces/connectors they suggest to overcome this problem are outside the box at all? Even if they are clearly tinkerer/geek-toys, it seems reasonable to ask if the Kit is a genuine tinkerer-solution? Albeit somewhat monstrous, the connectors still look and function more like "official connectors"-that is, how one would imagine that they could look like, had the toy companies decided to provide that service themselves. Maybe this is just how tinkerer solutions will be in the 3D printing era, but another possibility is that the finish is more like a "real product" and less of a genuine hardware hack where all kinds of toys are connected through materials like play dough or duck tape.
Art or Design?
As argued, the Kit should not be taken at face value only; it obviously also contains a strong political critique. Why is this articulated in objects and not in more conventional forms of a political manifesto or a protest group? One reason for this is that it is through being (potential) objects that these connectors acquire argumentative strength; they are out there, tangible, in everyday life itself. This is the core aspect of an artistic strategy that could be termed the creative/democratic challenge of the "politics of things" (Verbeek 2012) ; 15 or, as we will prefer to conceptualise it here: Critical Design. Crucial for both is this aspect of 'thinginess' as well as the status as an object of art (albeit perhaps at its fringes).
The inscription of the Kit into the spheres of art happens on several levels. One of them is institutional (Danto 1964 , Dickie 1997 and by submitting it to the Ars Electronica Festival in the Hybrid Art category, the designers have explicitly evoked this level. Likewise, the explicit references to "fair use" certainly also hints towards the artistic nature of the project. Finally, the Kit's artistic agenda can be seen in its use of some of the same strategies that art does. Delving into this artistic perspective opens up for interpreting the Kit as an explicit and specific artistic intervention into digital culture, we argue, and below we will show how the Kit can be seen as belonging to the critical design discourse where criticality comes as a consequence of using strategies from both art and design.
Injecting the Kit into the world of art and its logics does, of course, fundamentally change the way it is framed and thus also how it can be "read". Rather than just being judged or valorised as a functional object, the Kit's inclusion in an art exhibition and of the way it is positioned rhetorically in the paratext also makes it a 'statement', at least potentially. Thus, despite the fact that it morphologically speaking is quite different from most art, the Kit still draws on a centuries' old notion of art as a particular and autonomous institution within society (cf. Kant 1787 , Schiller 1794 . In particular, that conception was amplified with the notion that so often took precedence during the 20th Century: that art should be understood as fostering critical or political reflection. At times to such an extent that the specific work of art need actually not express anything critical and/or political per se (e.g. Adorno 1997 , Marcuse 1978 , as our experience of art is attuned to expect that kind of inherent statements in art-like objects, simply because they are " Art". In this case, the intended message-and especially the intention of delivering a message-from the privileged position of art is quite univocal. Yet, what is important here is really not whether the Kit is 'art' or not. Instead, we argue that the Kit uses the strategies of art as well as the strategies of design to position itself as an object on a mission to change something. In this way, the Kit inscribes itself into the emerging practice of 'critical design' and in the following we will discuss the analytical consequences of (placing it in) this category.
The Kit as Critical Design?
Coined by British designers Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby in the mid-90s, the term "critical design" describes design that has a critical agenda, or that makes the viewer/user rethink the role of design. In their recent book Speculative Everything (2013), Dunne and Raby present their work in this field, arguing that critical design is also speculative design; asking "what if" questions, concerned with alternatives to the current or future state of the world. In its original form, critical design is industrial design with a clear function while also using tactics from the arts to criticise contemporary culture. It can be described as an amalgamation of design and art, but some proponents argue that in order to be labelled "critical", design neither needs to be artistic nor to be explicitly critical towards something, as long as it opens up for new ways of "thinking design" (Bardzell and Bardzell 2013) . Others argue that maybe critical design is not design at all, but 'just' a particular form of art. In current literature and design practice, what we refer to here as critical design would also be covered by one of the many similar terms like "speculative design" (cf. Dunne and Raby 2013), "explorative design" (Fallman and Stolterman 2010) , "adversarial design" (DiSalvo 2012), "design fictions" (Sterling 2013 ) and "reflective design" (Sengers et al. 2005) . All of these terms refer to design perspectives and design activities that are deliberately aiming to be more than merely utilitarian and/or pretty, as the objects also seek a speculative, counter-factual, political or even provocative agenda.
In his seminal book Hertzian Tales (1999), Dunne discusses a wide range of designs, among these Dr Kevorkian's "Suicide Machine " (1989) , a piece of furniture with which you can commit suicide. Dunne uses this case to describe how design can also be critical, drawing on the way art functions, even if the object is not thought of as art by the designer him/herself: "[The machine's] ambiguous status between prototype and product […] suggests a role for design objects as discourse where functionality can be used to criticize the limits that products impose on our actions." (Dunne 1999, 43) A direct connection between the design objects and 'the real world' is important, Dunne argues, and objects must be designed, framed and understood as functional or purposeful even when they are strange: "The physical presence of the artifacts encourages additional interplay between reality and fiction, between what is and what might be [...] The designer becomes an applied conceptual artist" (ibid., 100). Still, coming from the standpoint that art is removed from the everyday-thus not paying much attention to the avant-garde's (intended) rupture of the autonomous institution of art (cf. Bürger 1984)-Dunne insists that critical design is not art, even if it might be using artistic strategies, as it must be "closer to the everyday, that's where its power to disturb comes from " (2007, 10) .
Following Dunne, but not adhering to the "not art"-argument, one could make the point that the meaning of critical design objects is found in their being "not just art", which is Fuller's way of describing those "art methodologies [that] can pop up unexpectedly, not even recognising themselves as art" (Fuller 2008) , thus becoming what in the cultural media studies has also been named "evil media". Arguing that it is important to look beyond the face value of any object, but also that some objects lend themselves better to further and close readings due to the discussions embedded in their design, Fuller states that "evil is a good name for the strategies of the object, for what things do in themselves without bothering to pass through the subjective demand for meaning" (Fuller 2007 ). This line of thought is taken up by Bardzell et. al (2015) , arguing that research through design (RtD) would benefit from being better at unpacking the discussions that a given design makes possible; and further, that especially critical design stresses that design is never neutral or apolitical.
While it can certainly be debated whether or not art is removed from or rather part of the everyday, we would rather just note that it is important to recognise that when design is critical, it blurs the boundaries between fiction and reality, between conceptual and real and between art and design. When design is critical, it uses the very utilitarian purpose of design-"design 'works '", as Flusser (1995) states-to ask highly abstract, critical questions concerning contemporary (design) culture. For instance, when in the project "120 days of *buntu", Vasiliev and Savicic create a series of fully functional, but in different ways hard to use versions of the operating system Ubuntu, for instance "mondrianbuntu" and "dadabuntu", they mimick the functions of "normal" operating systems, thus forcing the viewer to ponder how also "normal" operating systems work, both as utilitarian user interfaces and as cultural expressions and cultural creators.
In this respect, we argue that it is because it is also, but not exclusively, of a practical nature that the Kit is able to pose the critical questions it does. The questions that the Kit opens up for are many and rather complex, and they get their actuality and applicability through design-by being (potential) actual objects with an actual function. "Potentiality" is a keyword here, because while it is an actual design addressing a particular and identifiable problem, it is also of a quite speculative nature, which concerns a range of broader issues that concern most of us, even if few of us are aware of it. In fact, in order to raise a discussion, the Kit does not even have to manifest itself in a physical print although it is fundamentally thought of as a physical project. It makes a point simply by being potentially manifest, a kind of "speculative materiality"; much in line with how for instance software is also being perceived as some kind of materiality within theories of so-called "(new) radical empiricism" and 'new materialism' (Mackenzie 2010 , Stephensen 2015 . If looked at this way, it is, of course, the practical function that receives attention in the tech press. But at art and technology festivals it is also the critical ideas installed in these (potentially manifest) objects that receives attention. Yet, in neither of the two contexts does the Kit actually have to be physically printed in order to work.
Something quite similar goes for the legal aspects of the Kit. As we have discussed earlier, if we try to make sense of FAT-Lab's extensive reference to the copyright law, this reference is from a legal perspective really to no use at all. But from a political perspective it becomes an important part of the project's 'statement'. If the toy companies decided to put their legal departments to work, it should not be hard to object to the project. Instead, one might argue that the legal IP aspects are invoked also as a way of referring to the practice of hacking or as a way to counter-balance dominant ideas about how digital culture should work without actually doing anything illegal.
By delving into the legal aspects in detail, the paratext manages to address how the Kit disrupts current (toy) practices, but in a literally fun-and perhaps also child-friendly-way, where we as viewers are not entirely sure how to understand it. Furthermore, while we are trying to make up our minds, we find it hard to keep the smile off our face. As Dunne also argues, humour is an important 'tool' for critical design to evoke engagement: "The viewer should experience a dilemma, is it serious or not? Real or not? For this kind of design to be successful the viewers need to make up their own mind " (2007, 10) . By being ambiguous as either possible solutions to a problem or improbable ones evoking laughter (or both at the same time), these design objects get their critical power from their ability to make viewers struggle with making the "correct reading" of the object (in the same way that art sometimes does).
Like the functional, yet absurd Suicide Machine, humour is important to the Kit, albeit in a very different way, because here the humour especially resides in the paratext found on the FAT website: presentation videos (on sound as well as image plane), project description, and posters are all tongue-in-cheek humorous, even if they are also highly informative and sometimes even polemical. In this way it echoes Gérard Genette's description of the paratext as the place where an author's own interpretation of the object often becomes visible and attempts to assert an influence on the viewer that "is at the service of a better reception for the text and a more pertinent reading of it (more pertinent, of course, in the eyes of the author and his allies) " (1997, 2) . Stylistically, the Kit's paratext follows the style of the rest of the FAT website that clearly references the style and culture of memes and "internet lulz" (Goriunova 2013) by using a very "un-stylish" visual form and combination of colours, images, blinking objects etc. This particular style of bad taste is obviously not a result of the actual 'bad taste' of the members of FAT, but instead creates a connection to the ambiguity of internet puns; a style where (sometimes harsh) critique is provided with sarcasm and humour. When we meet this type of web presence, we sense (and sometimes know) that it is a critique, but it is also just silly, ugly, and playful. Through mimicking this ambiguity, the paratext thus sets the stage for perceiving the Kit as more than a functional project concerned with providing toys that industry is not making.
Making an (In)tangible Argument
If we understand the Free Universal Construction Kit as critical design, that is, as highly conceptual and (highly) useful-perhaps even bordering on the ridiculously useful-at the same time, then what is it actually critiquing? Obviously, it is posing (as) a critique concerned with incompatible systems in the world of toys. Yet, besides providing adaptors for construction toys, it is also commenting on and critiquing digital culture of software and hardware, perhaps even contemporary capitalism at large, and it does this in several ways.
First, by re-designing construction toys-a toy genre specifically designed to encourage the practice of remixing discrete elements into constantly evolving constructions-the sensual materiality of the bricks reminds us what it means that something can be endlessly formed, manipulated and copied. On a basic level, the material properties of a digital file can be hard to fathom, when you move a file from your computer and onto Dropbox, or when you upload a picture to Facebook, because it seems like you are looking at the same object even if it is often a new version in a slightly different format. But when you are holding a strange amalgamation of LEGO and FischerTechnik in your hand-an object which is both and none of those at the same time-the concept of digital materiality and its modularity and remixability (Manovich 2005 ) becomes very tangible. In fact, it is even possible that this tangibility can be made clear just by the pictures of the objects, since almost everyone has some physical, sensorial, or aesthetic experience with at least one or two of the construction toys in the Kit. Second, we are literally able to see how some systems are designed in ways that are highly practical within their own world, but also highly incompatible with other similar and often competing worlds, and that they are designed so intentionally. Although not in the same way as construction toy systems, every digital file is endlessly formable, manipulable, modular, and copyable too, and much of this modularity/manipulability is what many corporations based in the digital realm seek to restrict in more or less subtle ways. So although people might not necessarily realise that the critical interventions of the Kit also is about Apple, Amazon, Microsoft, the music industry, the pharmaceutical industry, etc., still they potentially get the gist. Even if these connectors are not printed into physical existence at all, the Kit still serves as a physical-philosophical resistance towards the mechanisms of proprietary formats in all its many shapes, raising important questions concerning for instance the "creative freedom" we are being granted by those much heralded web 2.0 systems of the software industry.
The Kit also highlights a central aspect of most of the 3D printing phenomenon and its alternative/disruptive business models: that it is actually to a large extent co-dependent on other inventions and objects. Especially when the Kit is uploaded to Pirate Bay, it highlights the necessary simultaneity of the parasitic and the "anti-": Pirate Bay has come into existence and-it could be argued-has been kept alive (as well as sought killed) only because of capitalist, proprietary social systems. In many ways, the Kit highlights the complexities of these issues. The connectors are only fun, and only toys, because something else makes them toys. Otherwise, they would merely be strangely shaped objects. Processes of appropriation to some extent will always need the "original" forms. They can only display resistance because there is something to appropriate, and they can only be functional objects of play, because they parasitically feed off of the proprietary and trademarked toy systems. In this particular perspective, the fun of the project is not really related to the usability or playability of the connectors. The Kit's "funness" is on a different, much more speculative level. Yet, on a general and principal level, the parasitical nature of such design interventionswhether deliberatively critical/subversive or not-certainly does pose a complex set of problems. Some of them are of a socio-economic character that possibly backfires at the Kit itself: It could be argued that the Kit is a hack for kids whose parents are rich enough to provide them with multiple systems of construction toys. (Why else the need for cross-brand interoperability?) And in extension of this: Is the economic democratisation of 3D printing presently-or will it in the future become-so radical, that these connectors will become available to all children? The counter-argument to this would of course be, that this is exactly why the Kit is critical design, and not just design: it is deliberately ambiguous (often bordering on paradoxical) in order to force people to think for themselves. Hence, the Kit also pokes at another of the fundamental tenets of Maker Culture-regardless of whether we're talking about the Anderson-wing or the anti-capitalism-wing-by pointing to the fact that simply making new stuff uncritically, will not suffice to change much on a larger scale, if anything at all. As the last sentence in the online presentation of the Kit reads: "We hope that the Kit will not only prompt people to create new designs, but more importantly, to reflect on our relationship with material mass-culture-and the rapidly-evolving ways in which we can better adapt it to our imaginations" (F.A.T. 2012).
Concluding Remarks
In this article we have argued that by using the tactics of critical design, the Free Universal Construction Kit opens up for a nuanced critique of our present, digital culture and political economy at large-even though it on the manifest level primarily thematizes play and toys. Thus, the Kit is interesting in that it seems to have a double status: On the one hand, it simply appears to be a practical project aimed at being useful-at providing objects that would in all likelihood never be made by the companies themselves. In this sense, it can be interpreted as a democratizing project that will give customers/users what they have (silently) longed for all the time, while the toy companies have only been willing to make objects that fit into their own business model. In the words of the Award Committee of Ars Electronica, at which it won the Award of Distinction in 2012, these adaptors "provide a public service unmet, or unmeetable, by corporate interests".
On the other hand, if we, instead of understanding it from a utilitarian perspective, look at the Kit from the perspective of a cultural analytic, it shifts status and becomes a potential commentary. But it is worth noting, that it does so as a political commentary manifested in physical form, instead of (only) in words; or as Latour (2005) would put it: it becomes "Dingpolitik". Irrespective of if it is actually printed or not, it can be interpreted as a conceptual artwork engaging in socio-economic and political issues. In this perspective, the connectors can also be understood as an art project embodying a critical, perhaps even Marxist-inspired, analysis that aims to simultaneously reveal the true state of things and to show to the world that things-in this case: the world of toys and play-could be quite different. The critical dimensions of the Kit are, in other words, simultaneously embedded in what we might term the "tradition of revealing/exposing" and that of "prefigurative politics" or "prefigurative action" (Graeber 2002, 72-73) .
It is this double agenda that gives the Kit a particular, critical nature. It is both art and design; it is both aesthetic objects made for contemplative, critical pondering and practical objects made in order to be useful (at least hypothetically). And furthermore, both aspects are highly dependent on each other in order for the design to be interesting. Thus, as we have argued, aside from being a set of fun adaptors that aim to enrich the activity of play by offering hitherto unseen combinations of toy systems, the Kit also critically manifests the restrictions that construction toy systems physically embed into their parts. Visibly as well as tangibly, the critical awareness and philosophical underpinnings of the project become the project-even if it at times seems slightly inconsistent (for instance in relation to the Kit's implicit notions of both creativity and play).
Strategically placing it(self) between the utilitarian and the speculative, the various aspects of the project (can be brought to) work on many levels and raise a number of important questions: Will 3D printing constitute a genuine challenge to capitalist economy as we know it? Or will it at least transform it considerably? But also questions like: What is a good toy? Do kids and adults look at toys in the same way? And even questions that perhaps appeal mostly to academics: Is the design the files, the critique, or the actual printed objects? Is this project even concerned with toys at all, or are toys used as stand-ins for legal aspects? In what materiality can political and economic critique be raised (and understood) ? Especially other aspects than the mere usefulness of actual printed objects end up commanding attention, and perhaps this is why the Kit is such a successful and interesting project. In either case, without its potential use it wouldn't be much fun either.
